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Luxury Experience Live on Z Talk Radio

Luxury Experience Magazine “Live” on “Z” Travel & Leisure Talk Radio Show.

On December 20, 2004, Debra C. Argen and Edward F. Nesta were invited to be guests on “Z” Travel &
Leisure Talk Radio Show with Art and Susan Zuckerman, www.ztravelandleisure.com, who talk about,
what else - travel and leisure, obviously two topics close to Luxury Experience Magazine’s heart. Every
Monday night from 8:00 &ndash; 9:00 pm on WVOX/WRTN &ndash; 1460 AM in New Rochelle, New York,
Art and Susan can be heard on the radio discussing what is happening in the New York metropolitan area
world of art, theatre, restaurants, and travel, where they reach over 3,000,000 listeners, and invite guests
from across the country on their show to discuss a variety of interesting and sometimes a bit unusual
topics. On the night we were on their talk radio show, their other guests included an Author and a Pet
Expert, who discussed pet fashion and coordinating outfits for both the dog, as well as their owner. In
addition, we talked about selecting that perfect Christmas gift for your dog, an interesting hour of talk radio
it certainly was.
Art and Susan invited us on their show to talk about the world of luxury and Luxury Experience Magazine.
We discussed how we have been traveling the world, looking for and writing about the best of luxury
destinations, hotels & resorts, restaurants, chefs, wines, spirits, and products for our readers each and
every month. Today, the magazine has grown in global readership to over 70 countries with a reach of over
100,000 readers. In as much, Art and Susan were interested in learning about what trends in hotels,
restaurants, chefs and travel in general we have been seeing throughout the world. Interestingly enough we
pointed out, as the world keeps getting smaller, restaurant and food trends are now crossing international
borders, with similarities cropping up on restaurant menus around the world.
In addition to producing a weekly talk radio show, this energetic couple, who are passionate about New
York, also own a New York City Tour Company where they share their New York knowledge on such varied
tours as Greenwich Village, Millionaires’ and Museum Mile, Historic New York, Ethnic Eating Tours, New
York By Water, “Da” Bronx/Yankee Stadium and Woodlawn Cemetery, which is only a partial list of their
available tours that this enterprising couple has assembled. In addition, they have recently added a Dog
Walking Tour that has been given a “2-paws” up by Dog Owners wanting to get out and see New York with
their dogs! Eager to always learn the latest information for our readers, as well as add in a little history, we
will definitely be signing up for one of their tours come Spring. Look for the follow-up article later this year,
in the meantime please check out the web site for “Z Travel and Leisure” (www.ztravelandleisure.com).
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